Abstract. We prove that for some manifolds M the set of robustly transitive partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms of M with one-dimensional nonhyperbolic centre direction contains a C 1 -open and dense subset of diffeomorphisms with nonhyperbolic measures which are ergodic, fully supported and have positive entropy. To do so, we formulate abstract conditions sufficient for the construction of an ergodic, fully supported measure µ which has positive entropy and is such that for a continuous function ϕ : X → R the integral ϕ dµ vanishes. The criterion is an extended version of the control at any scale with a long and sparse tail technique coming from the previous works.
Introduction
Our motivation is the following problem: To what extent does ergodic theory detect the nonhyperbolicity of a dynamical system? Do nonhyperbolic dynamical systems always have a nonhyperbolic ergodic measure? These questions originated with a construction presented in [18] and inspired many papers exploring the properties of nonhyperbolic ergodic measures.
We emphasise that the answer to the second question be "no" in general: there are examples of nonhyperbolic diffeomorphisms whose all ergodic measures are hyperbolic (even with all Lyapunov exponents uniformly bounded away from 0), see [2] . However, these examples are "fragile": ergodic nonhyperbolic measures reappear after an arbitrarily small perturbation of these diffeomorphisms.
Thanks to the works of Abraham and Smale [1] and Newhouse [27] it is known since late sixties that there exist open sets of nonhyperbolic systems. On the other hand, the first examples of open sets of diffeomorphisms with nonhyperbolic ergodic measures appeared just recently, in 2005 (see [19] ). The construction in [19] uses the method of periodic approximations introduced in [18] (we will outline this method later). Note that this technique works in the specific setting of partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms of the three-dimensional torus T 3 with compact centre leaves. The existence of nonhyperbolic ergodic measures for some nonhyperbolic systems raises immediately further questions, which we address here: Which nonhyperbolic dynamical systems have ergodic nonhyperbolic measures? What is the support of these measures? What is their entropy? How many zero Lyapunov exponents do they have? How about other ergodic-theoretic properties of these measures?
The following theorem is a simplified version of our main result. For the full statement see Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 below.
Theorem. For every n ≥ 3 there are a closed manifold M of dimension n, a nonempty open set U in the space Diff 1 (M ) of C 1 -diffeomorphisms defined on M , and a constant C > 0 such that every f ∈ U has a nonhyperbolic invariant measure µ (i.e., with some zero Lyapunov exponent) satisfying:
(1) µ is ergodic, (2) the support of µ is the whole manifold M , (3) the entropy of µ is larger than C.
The Theorem applies to any manifold allowing a robustly transitive diffeomorphism which has partially hyperbolic splitting with one-dimensional centre. In particular, by [6] it applies to
• the n-dimensional torus (n ≥ 3),
• (more generally) any manifold carrying a transitive Anosov flow. The nonhyperbolic measure µ as in the Theorem above apart from being ergodic, fully supported and having positive entropy, is also robust. Namely, our proof shows that the three former properties appear robustly in the space Diff 1 (M ) (i.e. we provide an open set of diffeomorphisms with an ergodic nonhyperbolic fully supported measure of positive entropy). Several previous works established the existence of nonhyperbolic measures in similar settings as in Theorem above and these measures have some (but not all) of the properties listed above. These references present two approaches to the construction of ergodic nonhyperbolic measures: the first one is the already mentioned method of periodic approximations [18] , the second is the method of generating a nonhyperbolic measure by a controlled point [4, 10] . Note that [9] combines these two methods. Both schemes are detailed in Section 1.3. A discussion of previous results on nonhyperbolic ergodic measures see Section 1.2 or [12] for a more comprehensive survey on that topic.
Here we further extend the method of construction of a controlled point presented in [10] and complement it by an abstract result in ergodic theory (see the theorem about entropy control and the discussion in Section 1.4). These allows us to address simultaneously all four properties listed above.
Precise results for robustly transitive diffeomorphisms.
In what follows M denotes a closed compact manifold, Diff 1 (M ) is the space of C 1 -diffeomorphisms of M endowed with the usual C 1 -topology, and f ∈ Diff 1 (M ). For Λ ⊂ M we write M f (Λ) for the set of all f -invariant measures with support contained in Λ. A Df -invariant splitting T Λ M = E ⊕ F is dominated if there are constants C > 0 and λ < 1 such that Df n E x · Df −n F f n (x) < Cλ n for every x ∈ Λ and n ∈ N. We say that a compact f -invariant set Λ is partially hyperbolic with one-dimensional center if there is a Df -invariant splitting with three nontrivial bundles (1.1)
such that E ss is uniformly contracting and E uu is uniformly expanding, dim E c = 1, and the Df -invariant splittings E cs ⊕E uu and E ss ⊕E cu are both dominated, where E cs = E ss ⊕ E c and E cu = E c ⊕ E uu . The bundles E uu and E ss are called strong stable and strong unstable, respectively, and E c is the center bundle. We abuse a bit the terminology and say that the splitting given by (1.1) is also dominated.
If Λ is a partially hyperbolic set with one-dimensional center, then the bundles E ss , E c , E uu depend continuously on the point x ∈ Λ. Hence the logarithm of the center derivative
is a continuous map. If, in addition, µ ∈ M f (Λ) is ergodic, then the Oseledets Theorem implies that there is a number χ c (µ), called the central Lyapunov exponent of µ, such that for µ-almost every point x ∈ Λ it holds
In particular, the function µ → χ c (µ) is continuous with respect to the weak * topology on M f (Λ).
A diffeomorphism f ∈ Diff 1 (M ) is transitive if it has a dense orbit. The diffeomorphism f is C 1 -robustly transitive if it belongs to the C 1 -interior of the set of transitive diffeomorphisms (i.e., all C 1 -nearby diffeomorphisms are also transitive). We denote by RT (M ) the
• f is robustly transitive, • f has a pair of hyperbolic periodic points with different indices, • M is a partially hyperbolic set for f with one-dimensional center.
These assumptions imply that dim(M ) ≥ 3, because in dimension two robustly transitive diffeomorphisms are always hyperbolic, see [29] .
The set RT (M ) contains well studied and interesting examples of diffeomorphisms. Among them there are: different types of skew product diffeomorphisms, see [6, 31] ; derived from Anosov diffeomorphisms, see [25] ; and perturbations of time-one maps of transitive Anosov flows, see [6] .
Our main theorem provides a measure µ which is ergodic and has full support and positive entropy, and is such that the integral J c f dµ has a prescribed value (= 0).
Theorem 1.1. There is a C
1 -open and dense subset Z(M ) of RT (M ) such that every f ∈ Z(M ) has an ergodic nonhyperbolic measure with positive entropy and full support. Furthermore, for each f ∈ Z(M ) there is a neighbourhood V f of f and a constant c f > 0 such that for every
In what follows, given a periodic point p of a diffeomorphism f we denote by µ O(p) the unique f -invariant measure supported on the orbit O(p) of p. The next result is a reformulation and an extension of Corollary 6 in [10] to our context:
that associates to each f ∈ U a pair of hyperbolic periodic points with
Then there is a C 1 -open and dense set V of U such that every f ∈ V has an ergodic measure µ f whose support is M , satisfies ϕ dµ f = 0, and has positive entropy. Furthermore, for each f ∈ V there is a neighbourhood V f of f and a constant c f > 0 such that for every g ∈ V f ∩ V we have h(µ g ) ≥ c f . Remark 1.3. Note that in Theorem 1.2 there is no condition on the indices of the periodic points. Observe also that Theorem 1.1 is not a particular case of Theorem 1.2: in Theorem 1.1 there is no fixed map ϕ, the considered map is the logarithm of the center derivative J c f and therefore it changes with f (i.e., there is a family of maps ϕ f depending on f ). Remark 1.4. We could state a version of Theorem 1.1 replacing the logarithm of the center derivative J c f by any continuous map ϕ : M → R and picking any value t satisfying
Remark 1.5. Our methods imply that the sentence "Moreover, the measure µ can be taken with positive entropy." can be added to Theorems 5, 7, and 8 and Proposition 4b in [10] . Furthermore, the entropy will have locally a uniform lower bound. The details are left to the reader.
1.2.
Previous results on nonhyperbolic ergodic measures. By [11] nonhyperbolic homoclinic classes of C 1 -generic diffeomorphisms always support nonhyperbolic ergodic measures. The proof uses the periodic approximation method and extends [13] . In some settings the results of [7] imply that these measures have full support in the homoclinic class.
Specific examples of open sets of diffeomorphisms of the three torus with nonhyperbolic ergodic measures were first obtained in [19] using the periodic approximation method. In [4] there are general results guaranteeing for an open and dense subset of C 1 -robustly transitive diffeomorphisms the existence of nonhyperbolic ergodic measures with positive entropy. The latter paper uses the controlled point method.
All results above provide measures with only one zero Lyapunov exponent. In [33] yet another adaptation of the method of periodic approximation yields ergodic measures with multiple zero Lyapunov exponents for some C 1 -generic diffeomorphisms (see also [5] for results about skew-products).
Some limitations of these previous constructions are already known. By [21] any measure obtained by the method of periodic approximations has zero entropy. Hence all nonhyperbolic measures defined in [7, 9, 11, 13, 18, 19, 33] have necessarily zero entropy. On the other hand, the measures produced in [4] cannot have full support for their definition immediately implies that they are supported on a Cantor-like subset of the ambient manifold.
1.3.
Comparison of constructions of nonhyperbolic ergodic measures. So far there are two ways to construct nonhyperbolic ergodic measures: these measures are either "approximated by periodic measures" as in [18] or "generated by a controlled point" as in [4, 10] . Both methods apply to any partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism as in Subsection 1.1 whose domain contains two special subsets: a centre contracting region (where the central direction is contracted) and a centre expanding region (where the central direction is expanded). Furthermore, the orbits can travel from one of these regions to the other in a controlled way. For example, both methods work for a diffeomorphism with a transitive set (which is persistent to perturbations if one wants to obtain a robust result) containing two "heteroclinically related blenders" of different indices and a region where the dynamics is partially hyperbolic with one dimensional centre. We discuss blenders in Section 5.
Let us briefly describe these two approaches. For simplicity, we will restrict ourselves to the partially hyperbolic setting as above.
As mentioned above the "approximation by periodic orbits" construction from [18] builds a sequence of periodic orbits Γ i and periodic measures µ i supported on these orbits such that the sequence of central Lyapunov exponents λ i of these measures tends to zero as i approaches infinity. Since in our partial hyperbolic setting the central Lyapunov exponent vary continuously with the measure, it vanishes for every weak * accumulation point µ of the sequence of measures µ i so we get a nonhyperbolic measure. The difficulty is to prove that every limit measure is ergodic as ergodicity is not closed property in the weak * topology. The arguments in [18] contain a general criterion for the weak * convergence and ergodicity of the limit of a sequence periodic orbits Γ i . It requires that for some summable sequence (γ i ) of positive reals most points on the orbit Γ i+1 shadow γ i -close a point on the precedent orbit Γ i for card (Γ i ) iterates. If the proportion of these shadowing points among all points of Γ i+1 tends to 1 as i → +∞ sufficiently fast, then µ i weak * converge to an ergodic measure. The "non-shadowing" points are used to decrease the absolute value of the central Lyapunov exponent over Γ i and to spread the support of Γ i in the ambient space. This forces the limit measure to have zero central Lyapunov exponent and full support, as in this case the central Lyapunov exponent depends continuously on the measure (see below).
It turns out that the repetitive nature of the method of periodic approximation forces the resulting measure to be close (Kakutani equivalent 1 ) to a group rotation. Actually, it is proved in [21] that the periodic measures µ i described above converge to µ in a much stronger sense than weak * convergence. This new notion of convergence is coined Feldman-Katok convergence and it implies that all measures obtained following [18] (thus the measures from [7, 9, 11, 13, 19, 33] obtained by this method) are loosely Kronecker measures with zero entropy. For more details we refer to [21] .
The authors of [4] devised a new method for constructing nonhyperbolic ergodic measures using blenders and flip-flop configurations (we review the former in Section 5 and the latter in Section 4). Applying these tools one defines a point x such that the Birkhoff averages of the central derivative along segments of its forward orbit go to zero uniformly. In a bit more precise terms, there are sequences of positive reals and positive integers, denoted ε n and T n , with ε n → 0 + and T n → ∞ as n → ∞ such that the average of the central derivative along a segment of the xorbit {f t (x), . . . , f t+Tn (x)} is less than ε n for any t ≥ 0. We say that such an x is controlled at any scale. Then the ω-limit set ω(x) of x is an invariant compact set such that for all measures supported on ω(x) the centre Lyapunov exponent vanishes, see [4, Lemma 2.2] . Under some mild assumptions one can find a point x such that the compact invariant set ω(x) is also partially hyperbolic and f | ω(x) has the full shift over a finite alphabet as a factor, thus it has positive topological entropy. To achieve this one finds a pair of disjoint compact subsets K 0 and K 1 of M such that for some k > 0 and ω ∈ {0, 1} Z which is generic for the Bernoulli measure ξ 1/2 for every j ∈ Z we have f jk (x) ∈ K ω(j) . By the variational principle for topological entropy [32] the set ω(x) supports an ergodic nonhyperbolic measure with positive entropy. Unfortunately, the existence of a semi-conjugacy from ω(x) to a Cantor set carrying the full shift forces ω(x) to be a proper subset of M , thus these measures cannot be supported on the whole manifold.
In [10] the procedure from [4] was modified. More precisely, in [10] the control over orbit of a point x is relaxed: one splits the orbit of x into a "regular part" and a "tail", and one only needs to control the averages over the orbit segment {f t (x), . . . , f t+Tn (x)} of length T n only for t belonging to the regular part, which is a set of positive density in N and at the same time the iterates corresponding to the tail part are dense in X. Under quite restrictive conditions on the tail (coined longness and sparseness), Theorem 1 from [10] claims that if x is controlled at any 1 Two measure preserving systems are Kakutani equivalent if they have a common derivative.
A derivative of a measure preserving system is an another measure preserving system isomorphic with a system induced by the first one. See Nadkarni's book [26] , Chapter 7. scale with a long sparse tail then any measure ν generated 2 by x has vanishing central Lyapunov exponent and full support. The underlying topological mechanism providing points whose orbits are controlled at any scale with long sparse tail are the flip-flop families with sojourns in X.
Since there is no longer a semi-conjugacy to a full shift a different method has to be applied to establish positivity of the entropy.
1.4. Control of entropy. In this paper we combine the two methods above. We pick a pair of disjoint compact subsets K 0 and K 1 of M and we divide the orbit into the regular and tail part as in [10] . We assume that the controlled points visits K 0 and K 1 following the same pattern as some point generic for the Bernoulli measure ξ (as in [4] ), but we require that this happens only for iteration in the regular part of the orbit. We also assume that the tail is even more structured: apart of being long and sparse, the tail intersected with nonnegative integers is a rational subset of N. A set A ⊂ N is rational if it can be approximated with arbitrary precision by sets which are finite union of arithmetic progressions (sets of the form a + bN, where a, b ∈ N, with b = 0). Here, the "precision" is measured in terms of the upper asymptotic densityd of the symmetric difference of A and a finite union of arithmetic progressions.
To get positive entropy, we show that the measure µ is an extension of a loosely Bernoulli system with positive entropy (a measure preserving system with a subset of positive measure such that the induced system is a Bernoulli process).
More precisely, we have the following general criterion for the positivity of any measure generated by a point (actually, we prove even more general Theorem 2.1, but for the full statement we need more notation, see Section 2).
Theorem (Control of entropy). Let (X, ρ) be a compact metric space and f : X → X be a continuous map. Assume that K = (K 0 , K 1 ) is a pair of disjoint compact subsets of X and J ⊂ N is a rational. Ifx ∈ X is such that f j (x) ∈ Kz (j) for every j ∈ J where z is a generic point for the Bernoulli measure ξ 1/2 , then the entropy of any measure µ generated by x has entropy at least d(J) · log 2, where d(J) stands for the asymptotic density of J.
We apply the above criterion to the controlled point and the rational set J which is the complement (in N) of the intersection of the rational tail with N. This implies that J is also a rational set (Remark 2.8) and the asymptotic density of J exists and satisfies 0 < d(J) < 1.
The underlying topological mechanism we use to find the controlled point with the required behavior is provided by a new object we call the double flip-flop family for f N with f -sojourns in X, where N > 0 is some integer. This mechanism is a variation of the notion of the flip-flop family with sojourns in X, indeed we will see that a flip-flop family with sojourns in X yields a double flip-flop family for some f N with f -sojourns in X, see Proposition 4.6.
Organisation of the paper. This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we prove Theorem 1.4. Section 3 is devoted to the construction of rational sparsely long tails. In Section 4, we study different types of flip-flop families and prove that they generate ergodic measures with full support and positive entropy with appropriate averages. Finally, in Section 5 devoted to robustly transitive diffeomorphisms, we complete the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
2 A measure µ is generated by a point x if µ is a weak * limit point of the sequence of measures
is the Dirac measure at the point f i (x) ∈ X.
Measures with positive entropy. Proof of Theorem 1.4
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 1. 4 . Throughout what follows, X is a compact metric space, ρ is a metric for X, and f : X → X is a continuous map (not necessarily a homeomorphism). First we introduce some notation.
Given a continuous function ϕ : X → R, n > 0, and x ∈ X we denote by ϕ n (x) the Birkhoff average of ϕ over the orbit segment x, f (x), . . . , f n−1 (x), that is,
Generated measures, generic/ergodic points. Let M f (X) denote the set of f -invariant Borel probability measures on X. Given x ∈ X and n ≥ 1 we set
where δ f i (x) is the Dirac measure at the point f i (x) ∈ X. We say that a point x ∈ X generates µ ∈ M f (X) along (n k ) k∈N if (n k ) k∈N is a strictly increasing sequence of integers such that lim k→∞ µ n k (x, f ) = µ in the weak * topology on the space of probability measures on X. If µ is a measure generated by a point x ∈ X, then µ is invariant, that is µ ∈ M f (X). If there is no need to specify (n k ) we just say that x generates µ. We write V (x) for the set of all f -invariant measures generated by x. We say that x is a generic point for µ if µ is the unique measure generated by x, i.e., V (x) = {µ}.
A point is an ergodic point if it is a generic point for an ergodic measure. We write h µ (f ) for the entropy of f with respect to µ, see [32] for its definition and basic properties.
Sets and their densities. The upper asymptotic density of a set J ⊂ Z (J ⊂ N) is the numberd
Similarly, we define the lower asymptotic density
We will often identify a set A ⊂ Z (A ⊂ N) with its characteristic function χ A ∈ Ω 2 , that is (χ A ) i = 1 if and only if i ∈ A. By σ we denote the shift homeomorphism on Ω M given by (σ(ω)) i = ω i+1 for each i ∈ Z. For more details on symbolic dynamics we refer the reader to [24] . Completely deterministic sequences. A point x ∈ Ω 2 is completely deterministic (or deterministic for short) if every measure generated by x has zero entropy, that is, h(µ) = 0 for every µ ∈ V (x). A set J ⊂ Z is completely deterministic if its characteristic function is a completely deterministic point in Ω 2 . This notion is due to B. Weiss, see [34] .
Bernoulli measure. The Bernoulli measure ξ 1/2 is the shift invariant measure on Ω 2 such that for each N ∈ N and u = u 1 
The next result is the main step in the proof of Theorem 1.4. Theorem 2.1 (Control of the entropy). Let (X, ρ) be a compact metric space and f : X → X be a continuous map. Assume that K = (K 0 , K 1 ) is a pair of disjoint compact subsets of X and J ⊂ N is completely deterministic with d(J) > 0. If the K-itinerary ofx ∈ X over J is a generic point for ξ 1/2 , then the entropy of any measure µ ∈ V (x) satisfies
Our proof is based on the following property of completely deterministic sets: A sequence formed by symbols chosen from a generic point of a Bernoulli measure ξ 1/2 along a completely deterministic set with positive density is again a generic point for ξ 1/2 . This is a result of Kamae and Weiss (see [34] ) originally formulated in the language of normal numbers and admissible selection rules.
Remark 2.2. When we were finishing writing this paper, Łacka announced in her PhD thesis [23] a version of Theorem 2.1 with relaxed assumptions on the point x and the sequence J. Her proof is based on properties of thef -pseudometric discussed in [21] .
be the coding map with respect to the partition P = {K 0 , K 1 , K 2 }. In other words, ι P (x) = y ∈ Ω 3 , where
Fix ν ∈ V (x). We modify K 0 and K 1 without changing the K-itinerary ofx over J so that the topological boundary of K i for i = 0, 1, 2, denoted ∂K i , is ν-null. To this end, we setc
Note that for each c the set ∂ c K 0 ∪ ∂ c K 1 contains (but need not to be equal) the topological boundaries of the sets:
Since elements of C are pairwise disjoint, only countably many of them can be of positive ν-measure. Fix any 0 < c <c such
Note that this does not change the K-itinerary of x over J. Furthermore, the elements of our redefined partition, which we will still denote P = {K 0 , K 1 , K 2 } have ν-null boundaries. Let (n k ) be the sequence of integers along whichx generates ν. Then y def = ι P (x) ∈ Ω 3 generates a shift-invariant measure µ on Ω 3 which is the pushforward of ν through the coding map ι P . Furthermore, the dynamical entropy of ν with respect to the partition P equals h µ (σ). See [21, Lemma 2] for more details. Note that the proof in [21] is stated for generic points, but it is easily adapted to the measures generated along a sequence as considered here. Now Theorem 2.1 follows from the following fact.
Proof of the Claim 2.3. Let µ ∈ V (y) and (n k ) k∈N be a strictly increasing sequence such that µ n k (y, σ) → µ as k → ∞.
Let χ J ∈ Ω 2 be the characteristic sequence of J. Let µ J by any measure generated by χ J along (n k ) k∈N , that is, is any limit point of (µ n k (χ J , σ)) k∈N . Passing to a subsequence (if necessary) we assume that µ n k (χ J , σ) converges as k → ∞ to a shift-invariant measure µ J on Ω 2 . Consider the product dynamical system on
. Again passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that there exists
Recall that a joining of µ and µ J is an S-invariant measure on Ω 3 ×Ω 2 which projects µ in the first coordinate and µ J in the second. Observe that µ ′ is a joining of µ and µ J (because the marginal distributions of µ n k ((y, χ J ), S) converge as k → ∞ to, respectively, µ and µ J ). As the entropy of a joining is bounded below by the entropy of any of its marginals and is bounded above by the sum of the entropies of its marginals (see [14, Fact 4.4 .3]) we have that
where the equality uses that J is completely deterministic. Now to complete the proof the Claim 2.3 it suffices to show the following fact.
Proof of Claim 2.4. Let Ψ : {0, 1, 2} × {0, 1} → {0, 1, 2} × {0, 1} be the 1-block map given by Ψ(α, 1) = (α, 1) and Ψ(α, 0) = (2, 0) for α ∈ {0, 1, 2}. Consider the factor map ψ :
Observe that we have defined ψ so that if ω, ω
Furthermore, ω ′′ agrees with both, ω and ω ′ , over J and ω ′′ j = 2 for all j / ∈ J. In particular, ifz ∈ Ω 2 is a generic point for the
Recall that the only joining of a Bernoulli measure ξ 1/2 and the zero entropy measure µ J is the product measure ξ 1/2 × µ J , see [17, Theorem 18.16] . As any limit point of (µ n k ((z, χ J ), S)) k∈N is a joining of ξ 1/2 and µ J , we get that (z, χ J ) generates along (n k ) k∈N the S-invariant measure ξ 1/2 × µ J . It follows that (z, χ J ) generates along (n k ) k∈N the S-invariant measure µ ′′ = ψ * (ξ 1/2 × µ J ). Note that this shows that all measures in M S (Ω 3 × Ω 2 ) generated by (y, χ J ) along (n k ) k∈N are pushed forward by ψ onto µ ′′ . Therefore to finish the proof of the Claim 2.4 it is enough to see that
Let I [1] 0 be the characteristic function of the cylinder
Observe also that the measure µ ′′ , by its definition, is concentrated on the set
Consider the set E
× Ω 2 and let I E be its characteristic function.
Proof of Claim 2.5. Note that for n ∈ N it holds S n (z, χ J ) ∈ E if and only if
Recall that along (n k ), the point (z, χ J ) generates µ ′′ and χ J generates µ J . Furthermore, as the topological boundaries of E and [1] 0 are empty, it follows from the portmanteau theorem [16, Thm. 18.3.4] , that
By Claim 2.5 we have that S induces a measure preserving system (E, µ
By Claim 2.5, this yields d(J) · log 2 ≤ h µ ′′ (S), proving (2.3) and finishing the proof of Claim 2.4.
Since Claim 2.4 implies Claim 2.1, and the latter implies Theorem 2.3, it remains to prove Claim 2.6.
Proof of Claim 2.6. Consider the partition P E def = {P 0 , P 1 } of E, where P 0
Our goal is to prove that µ ′′ E (P v ) = 1/2 N , which implies that (Ω 2 , ξ 1/2 , σ) is a factor (E, µ ′′ E , S E ) through the factor map generated by P E . To this end we need some auxiliary notation. Let G N J be the set of blocks over {0, 1} which contain exactly N occurrences of 1, start with 1, and end with 1. For u ∈ G N J and 1 ≤ j ≤ N we denote by o(j) the position of the j-th occurrence of 1 in u and define
From the definition of µ ′′ it follows that µ
Therefore, using Claim 2.5, we get
Recall here that the formulā
defines a pseudometric on Ω M . In the following, we need the following properties ofd:
(1) If (x n ) n∈N ⊂ Ω M is a sequence of ergodic points and x ∈ Ω M is such that d(x n , x) → 0 as n → ∞, then x is also an ergodic point. (2) Furthermore, if (x n ) n∈N ⊂ Ω M and x ∈ Ω M are as above and V (x n ) = {µ n } and V (x) = {µ}, then h µn (σ) → h µ (σ) as n → ∞. A proof of (1) is sketched in [34] , alternatively it follows from [ Lemma 2.9. If A ⊂ Z or A ⊂ N is a rational set, then its characteristic function χ A ∈ Ω 2 is a completely deterministic ergodic point.
Proof. Note that a set B ⊂ Z is a union of finitely many arithmetic progressions if and only if its characteristic function χ B ∈ Ω 2 is a periodic point for the shift map σ : Ω 2 → Ω 2 . Furthermore,d(A ÷ B) < ε is equivalent tod(χ A , χ B ) < ε. Thus, by definition, for every rational set A ⊂ Z there is a sequence (z n ) ∞ n=0 of σ-periodic points in Ω 2 such thatd(χ A , z n ) → 0 as n → ∞. Since each z n is a generic point for a zero entropy ergodic measure, the properties (1)-(2) ofd mentioned above allow us to finish the proof if A ⊂ Z. For A ⊂ N it is enough to note that if C ⊂ Z is such that χ C ∈ Ω 2 is a completely deterministic ergodic point and A = C ∩ N, then χ A ∈ Ω 2 is also a completely deterministic ergodic points, as these notions depend only on the forward orbit of a point.
Using Lemma 2.9 we see that the characteristic function χ A ∈ Ω 2 of a rational set A ⊂ Z is a completely deterministic ergodic point and has a well defined density. Therefore we get the following corollary of Theorem 2.1, which explains why the theorem about control of entropy stated in the introduction follows from Theorem 2.1.
Corollary 2.10. The conclusion of Theorem 2.1 holds if J is a rational set of N with 0 < d(J) < 1.
Rational long sparse tails
The aim of this section is to find rational subsets of N, which fulfill the requirements needed in the construction of a controlled point from [10] . These sets are coined in [10] T -longε-sparse tails (associated to a scale T and a controlling sequenceε) and are discussed below under the name of T -sparsely long tails. Their elements are times where the control of the averages of a function is partially lost. The times in a tail allows us to control and spread the support of measures generated by a controlled point (here longness of a tail is crucial for guaranteeing the full support), while we retain some control on the averages due to sparseness. To control the entropy we define our tail so that it is also a rational set. Hence its complement, that is, the set of times defining the regular part of the orbit, is also rational. It follows that both sets, the tail and the regular part, have nontrivial and well-defined densities. This allows us to apply the criterion for positivity of the entropy (Theorem 2.1) to the measures generated by a controlled point.
We first recall from [10] the definitions of scales and sparsely long tails.
Definition 3.1 (Scale). We say that a sequence of positive integers T = (T n ) n∈N is a scale if there is an integer sequenceκ = (κ n ) n∈N of factors of T such that • κ 0 = 3, and κ n is a multiple of 3κ n−1 for every n ≥ 1, • T 0 is a multiple of 3 and T n = κ n T n−1 for every n ≥ 1,
Remark 3.2. We have that 
Definition 3.5 (T -regular interval). Let T be a positive integer. We say that an
Definition 3.6 (T -adapted set, n-skeleton). Let T = (T n ) n∈N be a scale. We say that a set R ∞ ⊂ N is T -adapted if every component of R ∞ is a T n -regular interval for some n ∈ N. Given n ∈ N the n-skeleton R n of R ∞ is the union of all components of R ∞ which are T k -regular intervals for some k ≥ n.
By definition for any T -adapted set R ∞ we have
Definition 3.7 (Sparsely long tail)
. Consider a scale T = (T n ) n∈N with a sequence of factorsκ = (κ n ) n∈N . A set R ∞ ⊂ N is a T -sparsely long tail if the following holds:
where R n is the n-skeleton of R ∞ , (3) If a T n -regular interval I = [a, b] N is not contained in R ∞ , equivalently if I ⊂ R n , then the (n − 1)-skeleton R n−1 of R ∞ can intersect nontrivially only in the middle third interval of I and is 1/κ n -sparse in I, that is
Definition 3.8 (Rational sparsely long tail). We say that R ∞ is a rational Tsparsely long tail if it satisfies Definitions 2.7 and 3.7.
Next, we extend [10, Lemma 2.7] adding rationality of the tail to its conclusion. In fact, the tail constructed in [10] is also a rational tail but this fact is not noted there.
Proposition 3.9 (Existence of rational sparsely long tails). Let T = (T n ) n∈N be a scale andκ = (κ n ) n∈N be its sequence of factors. Then there is a rational T -sparsely long tail R ∞ with 0 < d(R ∞ ) < 1.
and
It is easy to see that the requirements imposed on the growth of the scale T imply that the characteristic function χ ∞ of R * ∞ is a regular Toeplitz sequence (see [15] ), which immediately yields that R ∞ is rational. Clearly, R ∞ = N, which gives 0 < d(R ∞ ) < 1, again because χ ∞ is Toeplitz. But for the convenience of the readers we provide a direct elementary proof of these facts.
Let Π 0 = ∅ and for each n ≥ 1 we set
It follows that for each n ∈ N we have Π n ⊂ Π n+1 and (3.1)
Claim 3.10. The set R ∞ is a T -sparsely long tail.
Proof. We need to check conditions (1), (2) and (3) from Definition 3.7. First we prove (1), which says that R ∞ is T -adapted. Fix n ≥ 0 and note that neither 0, nor T n+1 − 1 belongs to Π n+1 . We claim that the components of Π n+1 are T i -regular for some i ≤ n. Note that the T n -regular interval A n+1 is a component of Π n+1 . The other components of Π n+1 are components of Π n translated by a number ℓT n , for some ℓ ∈ {0, . . . , κ n+1 − 1}. Arguing inductively, we get that the components of R ∞ are T i -regular for some i ∈ N. Obviously 0 ∈ R ∞ , yielding (2) . It remains to prove (3). Fix n ≥ 1. Note that R n−1 ∩ Π n = A n , and A n is contained in the middle third interval of Π n . It follows that
This proves that T n -regular interval [0,
The same holds for every T n -regular interval I not contained in R ∞ , because such I ∩ R ∞ = Π n + jT n for some j ≥ 1.
Claim 3.11. The set R ∞ is rational.
. Then Q n is a finite union of arithmetic sequences. Furthermore, R ∞ ÷ Q n ⊂ R n and the n skeleton R n of R ∞ satisfies
Thus it is enough to see thatd(R n ) → 0 as n → ∞. But by (3.2) and subadditivity ofd we haved
It is easy to see that for each i ≥ 1 we haved(
κn , proving that the tail is rational. Claim 3.12. We have 0 < d(R ∞ ) < 1.
Proof. The set is rational and hence it has a well defined density, see Remark 2.8. We also have
The lemma now follows from Claims 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12.
Double flip-flop families
In this section, we review the definitions of flip-flop families following [4, 10] . We also introduce the notion of a double flip-flop family and prove that flip-flops families yield double flip-flop families, see Proposition 4.6. Using these families and Theorem 1.4 obtain ergodic measures with full support, positive entropy, and zero average for a continuous potential ϕ :
In what follows, (X, ρ) is a compact metric space, f : X → X is a homeomorphism, and ϕ : X → R is a continuous function. 
3) for every n > 0 and every family of sets D i ∈ F, i ∈ {0, . . . , n}, with
We now recall the notions of f -sojourns. Note that in this definition the flipflop family may be relative to a power f k of f , but the sojourns are relative to f . Furthermore, ϕ k stands here for the Birkhoff averages of a map ϕ with respect to f introduced in (2.1). (1) for every x ∈ D + ∪ D − the orbit segment {x, . . . , f N (x)} is δ-dense in Y (i.e., the δ-neighbourhood of the orbit segment contains Y ); (2) 
We are now in position to define double flip-flop families (with sojourns). Observe that the remark before Definition 4.2 applies also to Definition 4.4. 4 We pay special attention to the case when the sets of the flip-flop family are discs tangent to a strong unstable cone field. This justifies this name. 
is contained in some plaque of F + for every i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} and
is contained in some plaque of F − for every i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} and
5 This condition is straightforward in the flip-flop case since ϕ is strictly bigger that α > 0 in The existence of these subsets is assured by item (2) in the definition of a flip-flop family.
Using the continuity of ϕ, we have that for every ℓ large enough there is
We use here that the ℓ + 1 Birkhoff averages of ϕ k with respect to f k are the same as ϕ k(ℓ+1) , that is, k(ℓ + 1) averages of ϕ with respect to f . We fix such a large ℓ and define 
It is enough now to observe that any point in that set is such that its first k(ℓ + 1) + N iterates are δ-dense in Y . We omit the choice of the sequences ζ i and η i in the previous construction. We finish the proof by taking r = k(ℓ + 1).
4.3.
Support, average, and entropy. We now obtain ergodic measures with full support and positive entropy satisfying ϕdµ = 0. Theorem 4.7. Let (X, ρ) be a compact metric space, Y a compact subset of X, f : X → X a homeomorphism, and ϕ : X → R a continuous function. Assume that there is a flip-flop family F associated to ϕ k and f k for some k ≥ 1 having fsojourns along Y . Then there is an ergodic measure µ with positive entropy whose support contains Y and such that ϕ dµ = 0.
First note that by Proposition 4.6 we can assume that there is a double flip-flop
r , and some r ≥ 1 with f -sojourns along Y . We define the sets
Recall that the sets K 0 and K 1 are disjoint. The pair
We need to recall some definitions from [10] . Consider sequencesδ = (δ n ) n∈N , α = (α n ) n∈N , andε = (ε n ) n∈N of positive numbers converging to 0 as n → ∞. Consider a scale T = (T n ) n∈N and a T -longε-sparse tail R ∞ . Definition 4.8 (ᾱ-control andδ-denseness). A point x ∈ X isᾱ-controlled for ϕ with a tail R ∞ if for every n ∈ N and every T n -regular interval I that is not strictly contained in a component of
The orbit of a point x ∈ X isδ-dense in Y along the tail R ∞ if for every component I of R ∞ of size T n the segment of orbit {f j (x), j ∈ I} is δ n -dense in Y .
We are now ready to state the main technical step of the proof of Theorem 4.7. This is a reformulation of [10, Theorem 2] with an additional control of the itineraries. This control leads to positive entropy. For the notion of a K-itinerary of a point over a set see Section 2.
Proposition 4.9. Let (X, ρ) be a compact metric space, Y a compact subset of X, f : X → X be a homeomorphism, and ϕ : X → R be a continuous map. Assume that there is a double flip-flop family D associated to ϕ r , f r for some r ≥ 1 with
Consider sequencesᾱ = (α n ) n∈N andδ = (δ n ) n∈N of positive numbers converging to 0 and ω ∈ Ω 2 . Then there are a scale T and a rational and T -sparsely long tail R ∞ such that: for every plaque D ∈ D there is a point x ∈ D satisfying (1) the Birkhoff averages of ϕ r along the orbit of x with respect to f r areᾱ-controlled with the tail R ∞ , (2) the f -orbit of x isδ-dense in Y along R ∞ , (3) ω is the K-itinerary of x with respect to f r over J def = N \ R ∞ .
4.3.1. Proposition 4.9 implies Theorem 4.7. We now deduce Theorem 4.7. Let x be the point given by Proposition 4.9 associated to ω ∈ Ω 2 , which is a generic point for the Bernoulli measure ξ 1/2 . By [10, Proposition 2.17], if µ is a accumulation point of the sequence of empirical measures (µ n (x, f r )) n∈N (recall (2.2)), then for µ-almost every point y it holds 1 n n−1 i=0 ϕ r (f ri (y)) = 0. This implies that for every µ generated by x for f it also holds that Moreover, by [10, Proposition 2.2] for every measure µ generated by x one has the f -orbit of µ-almost every point y is dense in Y . Since R ∞ is rational we have that its complement J = N \ R ∞ is also rational and has a density d(J) > 0, see Remark 2.8. By Theorem 1.4, every f r -invariant measure µ generated by f r along the orbit of x satisfies h( µ) > d(J) log 2 = λ > 0. Therefore, every f -invariant measure µ generated by f along the orbit of x has entropy at least λ/r. This implies that the ergodic decomposition of µ has some measure ν with full support, positive entropy, and, by (4.1), ϕdν = 0. The proof of Theorem 4.7 is now complete. . Following [10] we will use the induction on n to construct a scale T = (T n ) n∈N and a T -sparsely long tail R ∞ (see Section 3) such that there exists a point x ∈ X satisfying conditions (1), (2) , and (3) of our proposition.
After n steps of our induction we will have T 0 , . . . , T n and Π n−1 = R ∞ ∩[0, T n −1]. Assume that all these objects are defined up to the index n − 1. Note that no parameters beyond n are required to check that some set R ⊂ [0, T n − 1] satisfies the conditions from the definition of the T -sparsely long tail. Furthermore, knowing that Π n−2 satisfies these conditions we can use translates of this set by a multiple of T n−1 to get a set which we declare to be Π n−1 = R ∞ ∩ [0, T n − 1]. The double flip-flop family is used as follows: the partition D + ⊔ D − is used for controlling averages and the partition D 0 ⊔ D 1 is used to follow a prescribed itinerary.
In the above situation, following the reasoning in [10] we obtain that there is an infinite set S of multiples of T n−1 such that for every S ∈ S and every R ⊂ [0, S − 1] following the rules of a tail (up to time S) and such that R ∩ [0, T n−1 − 1] = Π n−1 , given any D ∈ D there is a family of plaques D i ∈ D, i ∈ R, such that
−rS (D S ) the orbit segment {x, f r (x), . . . , f rS (x)} is controlled for ϕ r with parameters (α 1 , . . . , α n ) and the tail R, that is, for every i ≤ n and every
Actually, exploiting the fact that we deal with double flip-flop family, we can combine the reasoning of [10, Section 2.5.2] with the one in [4] to add one more claim: we choose D i ∈ D ωi . Now, given S we can choose T n which is large enough to obtain that T n−1 /T n is sufficiently small (since Sis infinite we can do it). Furthermore we can extend Π n−2 to Π n−1 exactly as in the proof of Proposition 3.9 see formula (3.1). This completes the induction step of our construction R ∞ . Now observe that the set i∈R∞ f −ri (D i ) ⊂ D 0 is a nested intersection of nonempty compact sets with diameters converging to 0, thus it contains only one point x, which by our construction satisfies conditions (1), (2) , and (3).
Robustly transitive diffeomorphisms
In this section, we prove Theorems 1. A crucial point here is that we get a single N such that for every g near f we get a flip-flop family associated with g N (we will pay special attention to this fact). A priori, the number N for the flip-flop families constructed in [4, 10] could depend on f . Since the flip-flop family for f N leads (through the criterion in Theorem 2.1) to an invariant measure with entropy bounded below by a constant times log 2/N , we need the number N to be locally invariable to get uniform local lower bounds for the entropy of measures we find. This is precisely what we obtain from Theorem 5.1.
Sketch of the proof Theorem 5.1. Our hypotheses imply that every f ∈ I(M ) has a pair of saddles p f and q f of indices, respectively, d
uu and d uu +1. The saddles depend continuously on f and the indices are locally constant. Furthermore, the homoclinic classes of the saddles satisfy H(p f , f ) = H(q f , f ) = M (see [10, Proposition 7 .1] which just summarises results from [8] ).
The discussion below involves the notions of a dynamical blender and a flip-flop configuration. As we do not need their precise definitions and will only use some specific properties of them, we will just give rough definitions of these concepts an refer to [10] and [4] for details. In what follows, the discussion is restricted to our partially hyperbolic setting and to small open subset of I(M ) where the index d uu is constant.
Recall that a family of discs D is strictly f -invariant if there is an ε-neighbourhood of D such that for every disc D 0 in a such a neighbourhood there is a disc
A dynamical blender (in what follows we simply say a blender ) of a diffeomorphism f is a locally maximal (in an open set U ) and transitive hyperbolic set Γ of index d uu + 1 endowed with an strictly f -invariant family of discs D f of dimension d uu tangent to an invariant expanding cone field
In what follows, let us simply denote the blender as
As the usual hyperbolic sets, blenders are C 1 -robust and have continuations. By [4, Lemma 3.8] strictly invariant families are robust: for every g sufficiently close to f the family D f is also strictly invariant for g. As a consequence,
) is a blender of g for every g close to f , where Γ g is the hyperbolic continuation of Γ f . In what follows we will omit the subscripts for simplicity.
We can speak of the index of a blender (Γ, D) (the dimension of the unstable bundle of Γ). Given a saddle of the same index as the blender we say that the blender and the saddle are homoclinically related if their invariant manifolds intersect cyclically and transversely (this is a natural extension of the homoclinic relation of a pair of saddles).
In what follows, we consider blenders which are expanding in the center direction, that is, with index From now on, we will always consider M with a metric given by Proposition 5.2. Let us recall another result from [10] . Then there are N ≥ 1 and a flip-flop family F with respect to ϕ N and f N which f -sojourns along the homoclinic class H(q, f ).
We can now apply Theorem 5.3 to the flip-flop configuration associated to the blender (Γ f , D f ) and the saddle q f provided by Proposition 5.2 and the map J This provides the flip-flop family associated to the map J c f . The fact that the sojourns take place in the whole manifold follows from H(q f , f ) = M . To complete the sketch of the proof of Theorem 5.1 it remains to get the uniformity of N .
To get such a control we need to recall some steps of the construction in [4] . Let us explain how to derive the flip-flop family F = F + ⊔ F − associated to f N f and the number N f from the flip-flop configuration of the saddle q f and the blender (Γ f , D f ). The sub-family F + is formed by the discs of D f . To define F − let us assume, for simplicity, that f (q f ) = q f . We consider an auxiliary family D q of C 1 -embedded discs containing W Observe that the choice of k 0 holds for every g nearby f . A similar construction holds for the images of the discs in D = F − , now we use that W s (q f , f ) transversely intersects every disc in D f = F + . In this way, we get a uniform N in such a way the family satisfies condition (2) in the definition of a flip-flop family (Definition 3). In our partially hyperbolic case, condition (3) follows because all the discs we consider are tangent to a strong unstable cone field.
It remains to get condition (1) on the averages of (J Finally, observe that once we have obtained the flip-flop family F = F + ⊔ F − the proof that this family has sojourns is exactly as in [10, Proposition 5.2] .
This completes our sketch of the proof of Theorem 5.1.
5.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. The theorem follows immediately from Theorem 4.7 and Theorem 5.1.
5.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Recall that for a periodic point p f of f we denote by µ O(p f ) the unique f -invariant probability measure supported on the orbit of p f . Consider now periodic points p f and q f of f satisfying ϕ dµ O(p f ) < 0 < ϕ dµ O(q f ) . To prove Theorem 1.2 it is enough to consider the case where the saddles p f and q f have the same index and are homoclinically related (which is an open and dense condition in RT (M )). In [10, Section 5.3] it is explained how the case where the saddles have different indices is reduced to this "homoclinically related" case: after an arbitrarily small perturbation of f one gets g with a saddle-node r g with ϕdµ O(rg ) = 0. Assume that ϕdµ O(rg ) > 0. In this case we perturb g to get h such that r h has the same index as p h and these points are homoclinically related. Then we are in the "homoclinically related case".
We now prove Theorem 1.2 when the saddles p f and q f are homoclinically related. Let us assume for simplicity, that these saddles are fixed points of f . The result follows from the construction in [10] , we will sketch below its main steps.
Recall that the set D i (M ) of i-dimensional (closed) discs C 1 -embedded in M has a natural topology which is induced by a metric d, for details see [4, Proposition 3.1] . For small ̺ > 0 consider the ̺-neighbourhoods V
